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Abstract. The objective of this work was to perform a comparative evaluation of five different wavelet-based
filtering techniques in the task of microarray image denoising and enhancement. Clinical material comprised
microarray images collected from the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Image processing was performed in two
stages: In the first stage an Exponential Histogram Equalization filter was applied in order to increase the
contrast between spots and surrounding background. In the second stage, five wavelet-based image filters
(Simple Piece-Wise Linear Mapping Filter (SPWLMF), Hard Threshold filter (HTF), Wavelet Enhancement
with Noise Suppression filter (WEWNSF), Garrote Wavelet Threshold filter (GWTF) and Sigmoidal Non-linear
Enhancement filter (SNLEF)) were implemented for denoising and enhancing gene microarray spots. The
enhancing effectiveness of the five filters was assessed by calculating the Mean-Square-Error (MSE) and the
Signal-to-MSE ratio. Results showed that the image quality of the processed images was superior to that of the
original images. Significant noise suppression was accomplished by the SPWLMP filter, which scored the
minimum MSE and the maximum Signal-to-MSE ratio. Processing time was less than 3 seconds for 512x512
sample images. Wavelet-based processing of microarray images was found to enhance microarray images
effectively, by improving the visualization of spots and by suppressing image noise.

1

INTRODUCTION

Image processing is an area that wavelet-based techniques have proven to perform successfully. Microarray
imaging is considered to be an important tool in bioinformatics. The main benefit of this technique is that it can
observe thousands of genes simultaneously. The identification of the genes is closely related with the
identification of spots. Due to various sources of noise during image processing [1], the outline of each spot is
irregular and, thus, the mean intensity measurements are not accurate [2]. Additionally, the location of the
arrayer, as well as sub-arrays contained within the main grid, may vary from image to image. This is due to
imperfections during the construction of the arrayer. Moreover, contamination could affect measurements during
the scanning procedure [3].
Several methods have been introduced in the past. Statistical methods that include analysis of variance have
been introduced by Kerr [4], ratio distribution by Chen [5] and Ermolaeva [6], and Gamma distribution by
Newton [7]. All these methods deal with measurement errors, such as cross hybridization. However, the effect
of noise has not been previously dealt with.
In the present study, a systematic evaluation of five wavelet-based noise suppression filters was performed
regarding the enhancement of microarray images.
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Material
On complementary DNA (cDNA) Microarray experiments [1], two messenger RNA (mRNA) samples are
first reverse transcripted into cDNA. These two samples are labeled using two different fluorescence dyers,
Cyanine Cy3 (red channel) and Cy5 (green channel) respectively. The samples are next hybridized [3] and
following the scanning procedure, two colored fluorescence Tagged Image File Format (TIFF) images are
produced for each channel [3]. The fluorescence intensity value of each spot is related to the expression
abundance of the corresponding DNA sequence. In the present study, a dataset of 32, 8-bit grayscale TIFF
microarray images (16 for the Red Cy3 channel and 16 for the Green Cy5 channel) were collected from the
public database of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory [8].
2.2 Histogram equalization filter
The histogram equalization algorithm, using exponential mapping functions, was developed and applied to
images [9, 10, 11]. The histogram equalization function is based on the corresponding probability density
models for the desired exponential distribution output graylevel histogram. Equation 1 provides the output
probability density model and equation 2 the corresponding mapping function.
Pg ( g ) = c ⋅ exp[− c(g − g min )]
(1)

g = g min −

1
ln (1 − CDF )
c

(2)

where, gmin is the minimum graylevel in the image, CDF is the Cumulative Distribution Function of the
histogram and g is the calculated gray-tone of the processed image.
2.3 Wavelet-based filters
The wavelet-based enhancement involved three steps [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. First, the DAUB4 DWT (Discrete
Wavelet Transform) [12] was applied in two scales for each microarray. Second, the detail coefficients were
processed in both scales, using in each occasion one of the five different enhancement functions given in
sections 2.3.1 to 2.3.5. Finally, the processed images were reconstructed using the Inverse DWT (IDWT) [12].
Schematically, the overall process is described in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Wavelet-based filtering scheme

2.3.1 Simple Piece-Wise Linear Mapping (SPWLMF) Function.
In the SPWLMF filter, the multi-scale coefficients of the DWT were modified according to equation 3. An
appropriate threshold value |T| as well as an amplification factor G were manually chosen for optimal results.
Schematically, the redistribution of the wavelet coefficients is illustrated in figure 2.

Wout

⎧Win + T ⋅ (G − 1) if Win > T ⎫
⎪
⎪
= ⎨Win − T ⋅ (G − 1) if Win < −T ⎬
⎪G ⋅ W
⎪
otherwise
in
⎩
⎭

(3)

were Wout denotes the output and Win the input coefficient values of the Detail Matrix. T and G are threshold
and gain values respectively.
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Figure 2: Simple Piece-Wise Linear Mapping Function (F1)
2.3.2 Hard-Threshold Function (HTF) Function.
In the HTF filter, the modification process of the wavelet coefficients was similar to SPWLMF. The major
difference was that the values between the thresholds |T| were neutralized. HTF is illustrated in equation 4 and
figure 3 respectively.

Wout

⎧Win + T ⋅ (G − 1) if Win > T ⎫
⎪
⎪
= ⎨Win − T ⋅ (G − 1) if Win < −T ⎬
⎪0
⎪
otherwise
⎩
⎭

(4)

Figure 3: Hard-Threshold Function unction (F2)
2.3.3 Wavelet Enhancement With Noise Suppression (WEWNS) Function.
According to the WEWNS filter, two independent threshold values, |T1|and |T2|, were selected and the
wavelet coefficients were processed using equation 5. WEWNS is also illustrated schematically by Figure 4.

⎧Win + T2 ⋅ (G − 1) − T1 ⋅ G if Win > T2
⎫
⎪
⎪
if T1 < Win ≤ T2 ⎪
⎪G ⋅ (Win − T1 )
⎪
⎪
(5)
Wout = ⎨0
if -T1 ≤ Win ≤ T1 ⎬
⎪G ⋅ W + T
if -T2 ≤ Win < −T1 ⎪⎪
⎪ ( in 1 )
⎪⎭
⎪⎩Win − T2 ⋅ (G − 1) + T1 ⋅ G if Win < −T2
were, Wout denotes the output and Win the input coefficient values of the detail wavelet coefficient matrix, G is
the gain value, while T1 and T2 are two threshold values[3,4].

Figure 4: Wavelet Enhancement With Noise Suppression function (F3)
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2.3.4 Garrote Enhancement (GEF) Function.
Regarding the GEF filter, the multi-scale coefficients of the DWT were modified according to equation 6.
GEF is also illustrated schematically in Figure 6.

Wout

⎧
⎫
T2
if |Win |> T ⎪
⎪Win −
=⎨
Win
⎬
⎪0
⎪
otherwise
⎩
⎭

(6)

where Wout denotes the output coefficients, Win are the input coefficients and parameters T and G control the
threshold and the gain respectively.

Figure 5: Garriote Enhancement Function (F4)
2.3.5 Non Linear Enhancement (NLEF) Function.
According to the NLEF filter, wavelet coefficients between the threshold values |T| were squared, as
illustrated in equation 5 and figure 6.

Wout

⎧Win + T ⋅ (1 − T ) if Win > T ⎫
⎪
⎪
= ⎨Win − T ⋅ (1 − T ) if Win < −T ⎬
⎪ 2
⎪
otherwise
⎩Win
⎭

(7)

Figure 6: Non Linear Enhancement Function (F5)
2.4 Evaluation.
In order to provide a quantitative measure of the performance of each algorithm, the mean-square-error
(MSE) and Signal-to-MSE (S/MSE) ratio were calculated [17]. MSE and S/MSE were defined by equations 8
and 9 and were calculated over a local region-of-interest (ROI).
1 k
(8)
MSE = ∑ ( Si − Si ) 2
k i =1
k
⎛
Si2
∑
⎜
S
=
1
i
= 10 × log10 ⎜ k
MSE
⎜
2
⎜ ∑ ( S i − Si )
⎝ i =1

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(9)

where S is considered to be the original image, Si the processed image, and K is the total number of pixels
within the current ROI.
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
According to our results, the SPWLMF filter was found to suppress more effectively image noise. It was
also observed that the SPWLMF filter achieved the lowest and the highest MSE and S/MSE respectively in all
of the cases. Table 1 illustrates a typical example of MSE and S/MSE measurements for one ROI.
Filters
SPWLMF (F1)
HTF (F2)
WEWNS (F3)
GEF (F4)
NLEF (F5)

MSE
9,13
9,15
9,15
12,76
9,15

S/MSE
17,54
17,52
17,52
16,09
17,52

Table 1. ROI MSE and S/MSE measurements of 5 different wavelet-based filters.
Figure 7 shows the initial Microarray image as well as the processed by the histogram equalization filter.
Moreover, the histogram equalized image, processed by SPWLMF algorithm, is also illustrated in Figure 8.

(a)
(b)
Figure 7: (a) Initial Microarray image and (b) processed with histogram equalization

Figure 8: Result of SPWLMF wavelet-based noise suppression filter.
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4 CONCLUSIONS
In accordance with our findings, the performance of the SPWLMF filter was superior to that of the other
wavelet based filters. Processing time was less than 3 seconds for the 512x512 sample images. Wavelet-based
processing of microarray images was found to enhance images effectively, by improving the spots’
visualization.
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